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A B S T R A C T

We study how the U.S. Catholic clergy abuse scandals affected religious participation, religious beliefs, and pro-social behavior. To estimate the causal effects of the scandals on various outcomes, we conduct an event-study analysis that exploits the fine distribution of the scandals over space and time. First, a scandal causes a significant and long-lasting decline in religious participation in the zip code where it occurs. Second, the decline in religious participation does not generate a statistically significant decline in religious beliefs, pro-social beliefs, and some commonly used measures of pro-social behavior. This evidence is consistent with the view that changes in religious participation during adulthood may have limited or no effect on deep beliefs and values. Third, the scandals cause a long-lasting decline in charitable contributions. Indeed, the decline in charitable giving is an order of magnitude larger than the direct costs of the scandals to the Catholic churches (e.g., lawsuits). If we assume that the scandals affect charitable giving only through the decline in religious participation, our estimates would suggest that the strong cross-sectional correlation between religious participation and charitable giving has the presumed direction of causality.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Individuals who participate in religious congregations tend to have stronger pro-social beliefs and behave more pro-socially than individuals who do not participate in religious congregations (Putnam and Campbell, 2010). However, there is no conclusive evidence about the direction of causality; we do not observe beliefs and behavior in a counter-factual scenario in which those same individuals do not attend church. For example, it is possible that certain beliefs and behaviors are so deeply ingrained that individuals forced to abandon their congregations would nevertheless continue to believe in God, trust others, and give money to charity.1 Given the large observable differences between individuals with lower and higher religious participation, spurious correlation is not only plausible, but likely. Furthermore, there is no consensus about the causal mechanisms. For example, while some studies emphasize the role of religious beliefs in eliciting higher charitable giving (Thornton and Helms, 2013), others point to social mechanisms such as peer pressure and solicitation (Soetevent, 2005). This paper studies the U.S. Catholic clergy abuse scandals as a form of natural experiment: we examine how a negative shock to religious participation affects religious participation, religious beliefs, and pro-social behavior.

Combining several sources of data, we created a unique data set containing the exact address of each parish involved in a Catholic clergy sexual abuse scandal and the exact date when each accusation became public. Our event of interest is the scandal and not the abuse itself.

1 For further discussion on this identification challenge see Gruber and Hungerman (2008).
Indeed, the vast majority of the scandals occurred decades after the abuses were allegedly committed. We identify more than 3000 scandal events throughout the United States from 1980 to 2010. We combine the data on scandals with multiple sources of administrative and survey data for various outcomes, such as religious participation and charitable giving. We estimate the causal effects of the scandals on these outcomes by exploiting the fine distribution of scandals over space and time using an event-study framework.

We find that a scandal causes a persistent decline in the local Catholic affiliation and church attendance. Some Catholics join other religious denominations during the first three years after a scandal. But these individuals later end up with no religious affiliation. Our preferred measure of overall religious participation at the zip code level is the number of religious employees working in that location. According to this measure, we find that a scandal causes a persistent 3% decline in religious participation in the zip code in which it occurs. This would be equivalent to a 9% decline in the Catholic sub-population. We find effects of similar magnitude using survey data on religious affiliation and church attendance.

Despite the significant decline in religious participation, the effect of the scandals on two measures of religious beliefs (belief in God and in the afterlife) is statistically insignificant. Due to a lack of precision, we cannot reject the possibility of small effects, but we can reject the hypothesis of a decline in religious beliefs of the same magnitude as the decline in religious participation. The finding that religious beliefs do not fall despite the drop in religious participation is consistent with the view that religious beliefs are deeply ingrained and therefore unlikely to change during adulthood (Hamberg, 1991).

We examine the effect of scandals on various measures of pro-social beliefs and behaviors that are widely used in the literature. We find that the effects of the scandals on pro-social beliefs (e.g., trust in others) are statistically insignificant. Again, due to lack of precision, we cannot reject the possibility of small effects, but we can reject the hypothesis of effects of the same magnitude as religious participation. We also look at the effects on some general forms of pro-social behavior studied in the literature: political campaign contributions, response rates to census forms, and voting turnout. The effects of the scandals on these outcomes are close to zero, statistically insignificant, and more precisely estimated. For example, for the census response rate, we can reject the possibility of very small effects. This evidence suggests that changes in religious participation during adulthood may not affect deep pro-social attitudes, and it is consistent with studies reporting an insignificant correlation between religious participation and pro-social beliefs and behavior (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002; Anderson et al., 2010). Nevertheless, our evidence applies to changes in religious participation for Catholic adults; it is possible that changes in religious participation early in life, or in other religious denominations, are more important for these beliefs and attitudes.

Last but not least, we examine the effect of the scandals on charitable giving. We use administrative data from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) on itemized charitable contributions as reported by taxpayers on their 1040 forms. We find that a scandal causes a persistent decline in charitable giving of about 1.3% in the affected zip code. In other words, for each percentage point decrease in religious participation, charitable giving declines by 0.43 percentage points (i.e., 1.3 divided by 3). To verify that the missing contributions were directed towards charitable causes rather than to the provision of religious services, we use data on contributions reported by charities on their tax filings to the IRS. These data include contributions to charities that provide social services but exclude giving to Catholic parishes and Catholic schools. We find a large and statistically significant effect on this type of donations. As an additional robustness check, we also show that the decline in charitable giving was accompanied by a significant decline in the provision of social services.

The effects of the scandals on religious participation and charitable giving follow somewhat similar patterns. The effects increase in magnitude during the first couple of years after the scandal, and then they remain stable at that level. The affected outcomes do not revert to pre-scandal levels, even more than ten years after the occurrence of the scandal. The effects are mostly concentrated in the zip code in which the scandal occurs, with small spillovers to adjacent zip codes and no spillovers to adjacent-to-adjacent zip codes. And when an accusation comes to light, it has similar consequences at the place where the accused priest is working at the time of the accusation and, if different, at the place where the accused priest allegedly perpetrated the abuse.

The estimated effects of the scandals imply an elasticity between religious participation and charitable giving of about 0.43. In comparison, the raw cross-sectional correlation between these two outcomes implies an elasticity of about 0.38. If we assume that the scandals affected charitable giving solely through the effect on religious participation, then our estimates would suggest that most of the observed correlation between religious participation and charitable giving has the presumed direction of causality (i.e., from religious participation to charitable giving). However, if the scandals had a direct negative impact on charitable giving that extended beyond the decline in religious participation, then the elasticity of 0.43 reported above would over-estimate the effect of religious participation on giving.

The literature suggests a variety of mediating factors through which the drop in religious participation may have caused the drop in charitable giving. Our evidence on the effects on religious beliefs and deep pro-social attitudes suggests that those beliefs and attitudes may not be main mediating factors. Our preferred interpretation points to the role of social interactions. With the goal of raising contributions to finance the provision of social services, religious networks can take advantage of the unique conditions for eliciting charitable contributions from members, for example, through solicitation, social pressure, and social norms. For instance, one possibility is that households leaving the congregation discovered non-Catholic charities that provide social services similar to the Catholic charities, but they did not contribute to the non-Catholic charities because of the lack of social pressure they once faced while in the congregation. Similarly, the decline in charitable giving could also be a result of the loss of access to information on opportunities to give and the quality of charitable endeavors that flows through the religious network. Indeed, these same social mechanisms are believed to play a crucial role in motivating charitable giving outside the context of religious congregations (Frey and Meier, 2004; Andreoni et al., 2011; Meer, 2011; Lazear et al., 2012; Dellavigna et al., 2012). Our study relates to other literature besides that of religious participation and pro-social behavior. Although a number of studies address the causes and circumstances of the Catholic clergy scandals and the psychological effects on the victims (McMackin et al., 2009), few studies examine the broader consequences of the scandals. Exceptions include Hungerman (2013), who looks at the relationship between abuse allegations and religious adherence at the state level, and Dills and Hernández-Julian (2012), who examine the relationship between abuse allegations and Catholic enrollment at the diocese level. Our paper contributes to this research by looking at the broader consequences of the scandals and by identifying the causal effects of the scandals, using an event-study framework that exploits the fine variation of scandals over space and time. We find that the indirect costs of the scandals (e.g., the drop in charitable contributions) are an order of magnitude from the long-term effects. For example, Dills and Hernández-Julian (2012) find a very small contemporaneous correlation between scandals and the number of Catholic schools, while our analysis shows that the scandals had large persistent effects.

2 For example, the causes and circumstances of the scandals are extensively discussed in the reports prepared by the John Jay College of Criminal Justice for the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops: “The Nature and Scope of the Problem of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Catholic Priests and Deacons in the United States” and “The Causes and Context of Sexual Abuse of Minors by Catholic Priests in the United States, 1950–2010.”

3 Also, these previous studies estimated short-term effects of the scandals, which turn out to differ in significant ways from the long-term effects. For example, Dills and Hernández-Julian (2012) find a very small contemporaneous correlation between scandals and the number of Catholic schools, while our analysis shows that the scandals had large persistent effects.
magnitude higher than the direct costs to the Catholic Church (e.g., the legal and other abuse-related costs). This finding raises the question of whether the ratio of private to social costs are similar for scandals in different contexts, such as corruption scandals in the public and private sectors, and whether policymakers should take preventive and remedial measures.

Our study also relates to a literature that studies crowding out between different sources of charitable funding. For example, Andreoni and Payne (2003) find that government expenditures crowd out charitable giving, while Hungerman (2005) and Gruber and Hungerman (2007) find that such expenditures crowd out religious giving. We examine whether the negative shock to Catholic congregations produces a “crowding in” effect by increasing contributions to non-Catholic charities. Even though we find evidence suggestive of some crowding in, it is not nearly enough to offset the decrease in donations; total charitable giving does not revert to pre-scandal levels, and neither does the private provision of social services.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the data on Catholic clergy scandals. Section 3 analyzes the effects of the scandals on religious participation and religious beliefs. Section 4 analyzes the effects of the scandals on charitable giving. Section 5 studies effects on pro-social beliefs and other forms of pro-social behavior. Section 6 discusses the interpretation of the findings. The last section concludes.

2. Data on scandals and identification strategy

2.1. Construction of the scandals dataset

Since the mid-1980s, the Catholic Church has repeatedly experienced revelations of sexual abuse committed by its clergy. The number of allegations increased rapidly after a story published by the Boston Globe in January 2002 about the defrocked priest John Geoghan and his long record of child sexual abuse.4 According to the confidential reports ordered by the Catholic bishops and conducted by the John Jay College of Criminal Justice, 5,768 priests had received at least one allegation of abuse during 1950–2009 (or 5.3% of all priests active in the United States). Our list of scandals is based on the records published by Bishop Accountability (bishopaccountability.org), a nongovernmental organization that compiles a public list of Catholic clergy in the United States who have faced a sexual abuse allegation. Individuals are only included when there is substantiated documentation such as newspaper articles from a reputable source or copies of legal documents filed in court and maintained in a public file. Our empirical analysis does not rely on whether the allegations are true, but on their media repercussions. Since we are interested only in accusations that had media repercussions and since media documents are considered “sufficient” information to be included in the Bishop Accountability records, we are confident that our data give a fairly complete account of the Catholic abuse scandals.

Our scandal dataset differs substantially from the datasets used in other studies (Hungerman, 2013; Dills and Hernández-Julian, 2012), particularly in terms of the use of complementary datasets and the definition of scandal. We complement the Bishop Accountability list with several other data sources (e.g., newspaper articles, the Official Catholic Directory, the official websites of Catholic institutions, Google Maps) to identify the appointment of each accused clergy at the time of the accusation and at the time of the abuse, and we also identify the precise date of the first news article mentioning each accusation.

Because decades often passed between the time of the abuse and the related news reports, some priests had relocated, retired, or died by the time of the accusation. We define two types of scandals, depending on the location of the accused priest at the time of the accusation. In a type-A scandal, a clergy member who currently works in a Catholic institution is accused of sexual abuse for the first time, no matter whether the clergy committed the abuse in that same institution or some other institution. The location of the scandal is the address of the institution where the clergy member is working at the time of the public accusation. The date of the scandal is the date of the first article mentioning the abuse (as long as the newspaper’s circulation covers the corresponding location). In a type-B scandal, a clergy member is publicly accused of committing abuse while working in the institution in the past, even if he did not work at that same institution at the time of the accusation. The location of the scandal is the address of the institution where the abuse allegedly occurred. The date of the scandal corresponds to the date of the first newspaper article mentioning the abuse (as long as the newspaper’s circulation covers the corresponding location).

For instance, consider a priest who allegedly committed abuse in 1975 during his appointment in a parish in town A and later allegedly committed abuse again in 1982 during his appointment in town B. In 2003 this priest is publicly accused for his alleged abuse in town A while working in a parish located in town C. In 2006, once he was removed from priesthood, he is accused for his alleged abuse in town B. According to our definitions of scandals, this priest has one type-A scandal in town C in 2003 and two type-B scandals: one in town A in 2003 and another one in town B in 2006.

Type-A and type-B scandals differ in the direct costs imposed on the local parish. For example, only type-A scandals can involve the removal of clergy, while only type-B scandals can involve abuse-related lawsuits. Nevertheless, both types of scandals are expected to reduce religious participation in the local community. To maximize statistical power, our baseline specification does not discriminate between the two types of scandals.5

Our database covers 3024 scandal events during 1980–2010 (1125 type-A and 1899 type-B scandals). Fig. 1a shows the geographic distribution of scandals in the contiguous U.S. states, and Fig. 1b shows the distribution of scandals in the state of New Jersey. In both figures, the color of the states and counties denote the density of the Catholic population. Although scandals are more likely to occur in more Catholic areas and during 2002–2003, there is substantial variation over space and time. In the author’s website6 you can find an animated demonstration of the distribution of scandals over space and time that best illustrates the richness of our data. For more details about our scandals dataset, see Appendix B.

2.2. Identification strategy: event-study analysis

Estimating the causal effect of the scandals on a given outcome can be challenging. For example, places with more scandals may happen to be places with less pro-social individuals. Also, pro-social behavior may have already been decreasing before the scandals occurred. As a result, there could be a spurious negative correlation between the number of scandals and pro-social behavior. Our identification strategy is based on an event-study analysis that takes advantage of the rich temporal and geographic variation in the distribution of the scandals. The main identifying assumption is

4 For further details about the chain of events, see Hungerman (2013) and the references therein.

5 Under this definition, if an accusation involves a priest working at the same institution where the abuse allegedly took place, this accusation will simultaneously generate one type-A and one type-B scandal event. Appendix F shows that the results are robust if, instead, we categorize these simultaneous instances as a single event.

that the timing of the scandals is exogenous. The event-study analysis allows us to test that assumption by looking at the evolution of the outcome variable in the years before and after a scandal. Additionally, we can also test whether the effects of a scandal are localized to the area in which the scandal takes places, or whether they also affected neighboring areas.

Fig. 1. Geographic distribution of Catholic clergy sexual abuse scandals. a. Scandals in the contiguous U.S. states. b. Scandals in the state of New Jersey. Notes: Each red dot corresponds to the location of a type-A scandal, and each blue X denotes the location of a type-B scandal. The location of a type-A scandal corresponds to the institution where the clergyman is working at the time of the accusation, whereas the location of a type-B scandal corresponds to the institution where the clergyman allegedly committed the abuse. See Section 2.1 for a description of the data and more detailed definitions for type-A and type-B scandals. In panel a (b), the color of each state (county) corresponds to the log of the density of Catholic adherents per square mile as of 1990 (darker shading for higher density of Catholic adherents)—according to data from the 1990 U.S. Census and the 1990 Religious and Congregations Membership Study. Alaska and Hawaii are not shown on the maps, but they are included in the database.
The event-study graphs provide the best evidence by showing the evolution of a given outcome during each of the years before and after a scandal (for more details about the methodology, see Appendix A). In addition to this graphical analysis, we present a compact version of the same evidence that is summarized by three parameters. Consider the outcome variable $y_{zt}$ (e.g., mean charitable giving), where the subscript $z = 1, ..., N$ denotes location (e.g., zip code) and the subscript $t = 0, ..., T$ denotes year. The regression specification is:

$$y_{zt} = \alpha_{Cz} - \beta_{Short - Term}^{z} + \beta_{Long - Term}^{z} + \alpha_{Pre} - \beta_{Scandal}^{z} + X_{zt} \beta + \epsilon_{zt},$$

$X_{zt}$ is a vector of control variables with, among others, location and time effects. $\beta_{Short - Term}^{z}$ is equal to the number of scandals that occurred between $t$ and $t-3$. Thus, $\alpha_{Cz}$ measures the average effect of a scandal 0–3 years after it occurs, which we denote the short-term effect. $\beta_{Long - Term}^{z}$ is equal to the number of scandals that occurred in the zip code at $t \leq 4$. Thus, $\alpha_{Cz}$ measures the average effect of a scandal 4 years after it occurs, which we denote the long-term effect. $\beta_{Pre} - \beta_{Scandal}^{z}$ is defined as the number of scandals at $t + 1$ and $t + 2$. Thus, $\alpha_{Cz}$ measures the average effect of a scandal in the two years before it actually happens, which we denote the pre-scandal effect. This is a falsification test for whether the outcome variables evolve similarly between zip codes with and without scandals prior to a scandal. We expect the pre-scandal effect to be zero.

All regressions—both for the event-study figures and the compact regression analysis—include the same set of control variables: zip code fixed effects (or county fixed effects, depending on the unit of analysis), time effects, the interaction between year effects and a set of zip code (or county) characteristics as of 1990, and state-specific time trends. The interactive terms may account for differences in the evolution of the dependent variable across affected and unaffected zip codes that can be traced back to differences in observable zip code characteristics. In practice, the inclusion of those control variables does not affect the magnitude of the estimates significantly, but it does improve their precision by reducing the variance of the error term. Also, we always present standard errors clustered at the zip code (or county) level, but the results are robust to clustering at higher levels of geographic aggregation.

3. Effect of the scandals on religious participation and religious beliefs

3.1. Data sources

First, we use the number of Catholic schools in a zip code as a proxy for religious participation in Catholic institutions (the results are similar when using the number of students enrolled in Catholic schools instead, as reported in Appendix F). According to the National Catholic Educational Association, the vast majority of students enrolled in Catholic schools belong to Catholic families; for example, the share of non-Catholic enrollment in Catholic schools was about 15% for the school year 2010–2011. Data on the number of Catholic schools were obtained from the Private School Survey, a census of U.S. private schools conducted biannually from 1989 to 2010. Descriptive statistics for these data and all the other data sources in this paper are available in Appendix G.

As a measure of the overall presence of religious institutions in a zip code (not only Catholic), we use yearly data on the number of employees working in religious establishments from the Zipcode Business Patterns during 1994–2010. The industry code that denotes religious institutions (NAICS code 813110) includes churches and places of worship, among others, but does not include other types of establishments maintained by religious organizations, such as educational institutions, charitable institutions, and hospitals. The average zip code has about eight religious establishments with a total of eighty employees.

One potential concern with the effects on religious employees is that the financial strains of lawsuits (and other abuse-related costs) could reduce the number of employees even if attendance is unaffected. As a robustness check, we use direct measures of religious affiliation and participation using individual level survey data. We employ the data from the General Social Survey, which includes multiple questions about religious affiliation and participation (because of the need for a critical sample size, we can only analyze questions that were included in several waves). Additionally, we can use this survey data to measure effects on religious and non-religious beliefs.

3.2. Results

Fig. 2a shows the event-study graph for the effect of scandals on the number of Catholic schools in a zip code. The coefficients to the right of the date of the scandal are negative and statistically significant, suggesting that, after the occurrence of a scandal, there is a significant drop in the number of Catholic schools in zip codes affected by scandals. The estimated coefficients to the left of the date of the scandal are very close to zero and precisely estimated, suggesting that, prior to the occurrence of a scandal, the evolution of the outcome variable is the same in zip codes affected and unaffected by scandals. Some institutional factors may explain this exogenous timing of the scandals. Most important, a large time lapse occurs between the alleged abuses and the accusations, so the timing of the scandals can be exogenous even if the timing of the abuses are not. Additionally, the 2002 Boston Globe article worked as an exogenous trigger of a substantial number of scandals.

The event-study graph suggests that the effect of a scandal intensifies over the first four years after the first accusation and then stabilizes. A somewhat similar pattern of initial intensification appears repeatedly for the different outcomes analyzed in this paper. The pattern can be at least partially attributed to the way in which a scandal typically develops over time: the date of the scandal corresponds to the appearance of the first newspaper article, followed by further news that intensifies the scandal severity in subsequent years. This news includes further proof about the first victim, allegations from additional victims, sanctions by the Catholic Church, legal sanctions, and other information.

The coefficients in column (1) from Table 1 present the compact version of the findings from the event-study graph. The long-term effect suggests a statistically significant and permanent decline of about 0.068 schools per scandal, which is equivalent to 5.3% of the mean of this outcome. To illustrate the severity of the scandals, the event-study estimates suggest that the scandals can explain 23% of the sharp decline of 1130 schools that occurred during 2002–2010. In contrast, Dills and Hernández-Julian (2012) report that, although statistically significant, the effects of the scandals on Catholic schools were small in magnitude.

---

7 For an event-study analysis that exploits geographic variation in a similar fashion to our paper, see Linden and Rockoff (2008).
8 Some regressions include a few additional control variables that are obtained from the same data source as the dependent variable. Because of smaller sample sizes, the regressions with survey data include fewer control variables.
9 This survey is conducted by the U.S. Department of Education’s National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). We focus on the set of zip codes that had at least one Catholic school at some point in the sample period. By construction, these zip codes cover the totality of Catholic schools in the United States.
10 This data is an annual series prepared by the U.S. Census Bureau using several sources of administrative data. We use the sum of the number of establishments weighted by the average number of employees in the corresponding size-category. For instance, if a zip code has 1 establishment with 1 to 4 employees and 2 establishments with 5 to 9 employees, the proxy for the number of employees is $1 \times 2.5 + 2 \times 7 = 16.5$. We use the sample of zip codes that always have a positive number of religious employees over the sample period, which includes 99% of the religious employees in the country. The excluded cases are small zip codes, unaffected by scandals.
11 For some outcomes, this pattern may also partially reflect that these institutions can survive for a few extra years while they deplete their assets. Part of the intensification pattern could also be the product of earlier scandals having a relatively stronger effect. Last, for the case of Catholic enrollment, it is possible that students already enrolled in higher grades stay in the school, but that enrollments into the lowest grades fall.
Fig. 2. Graphical event-study analysis of the effects of scandals on main outcomes. a. Number of Catholic schools. b. Log(Religious employees). c. Log(Itemized charitable contributions). d. Log(Social Services Employees). e. Log(Charitable contributions to Catholic charities). f. Log(Charitable contributions to other-rel. charities). Notes: See Appendix A for a description of the event-study methodology. Each bracket represents the 95% confidence interval, and the center of the bracket represents the corresponding point estimate. Confidence intervals were constructed with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered at the zip code level. The coefficient for the group “−2/−1” (i.e., the two years prior the scandal) was normalized to zero. The regressions include zip code fixed effects and time effects—for more details and the full list of control variables see Subsection 2.2. See Table G1 and its note for descriptive statistics, data definitions and data sources.
Nevertheless, it is straightforward to explain why they reach a difference conclusion. Their specification is based on the contemporaneous correlation between the number of scandal allegations and Catholic school enrollment. Fig. 1a shows this to be an incomplete picture, because the majority of the effects of the scandals do not appear on the same year of the first allegation, but in the subsequent years.

The main falsification test is provided by the coefficient corresponding to the pre-scandal effect. This coefficient indicates whether, before a scandal occurs, the outcome variable is evolving similarly between zip codes with and without scandals. Consistent with the event-study graph, the pre-scandal effect is very close to zero, precisely estimated and statistically insignificant. As an additional falsification test, we evaluate whether scandals affected the number of private schools of other religious (non-Catholic) denominations. Column (6) of Table 1 presents the results (additionally, the event-study graph for this and other columns is included as an event-study graph). The estimates suggest a long-term effect of around 0.023*** (0–3 years), and 0.004*/** (4 + years) employees, respectively. The effects of a scandal on the adjacent zip code are statistically significant but, as expected, the magnitude of these spillovers is less than half the magnitude of the effect on the same zip code in which the scandal occurs. Moreover, the scandals do not have a significant effect on adjacent to adjacent zip codes. Indeed, Table 2 shows that the effects of the scandals on other outcomes were also concentrated on the originating zip code.

Table 3 provides a comparison between the effects of the two types of scandals. Intuitively, when a priest working in town A is publicly accused of abuse that happened 20 years ago while he was working in town B, the news could have a very different effect on religious participation in town A than in town B. Columns (1) and (2) show the effects on the number of Catholic schools and religious employees, respectively. The effects of a scandal on the adjacent zip code are statistically significant but, as expected, the magnitude of these spillovers is less than half the magnitude of the effect on the same zip code in which the scandal occurs. Moreover, the scandals do not have a significant effect on adjacent to adjacent zip codes.

Table 4 shows the regression results using data from the General Social Survey. We were granted access to county identifiers for the respondents from 1994 to 2010. Since the data is not a panel of individuals, we cannot control for individual fixed effects in the regressions. Instead, the regressions include county fixed effects, time effects, the interaction

\[ \text{(1) Catholic Schools} \quad \text{(2) Log(Rel. Employees)} \quad \text{(3) Log(All Cont.)} \quad \text{(4) Log(Catholic Cont.)} \quad \text{(5) Log(Social Services)} \quad \text{(6) Other-rel. Schools} \quad \text{(7) Log(Retail Employees)} \quad \text{(8) Log(Income)} \quad \text{(9) Log(Other-rel. Cont.)} \quad \text{(10) (Non-rel. Cont.)} \]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Main Outcomes</th>
<th>Non-Catholic and Placebo Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2) Log(Com.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-term effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0-3 years)</td>
<td>−0.023**</td>
<td>−0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4 + years)</td>
<td>−0.036***</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-scandal effect</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>64,746</td>
<td>247,676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of zip codes</td>
<td>5,886</td>
<td>19,052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Each column corresponds to a different OLS regression. Short-term (long-term) measures the average effect of the scandals during the 0 to 3 (4 or more) years after it took place. The variable Pre-scandal is included as a ‘placebo test’ measuring the effect of a scandal 1–2 years before they happen. The regressions include zip code fixed effects and time effects—for more details and the full list of control variables see Subsection 2.2. Catholic Schools is the number of Catholic schools in the zip code, covering the period 1990–2010 (bi-annually). Rel. Employees is the number of employees working in religious establishments in the zip code, covering the period 1994–2010. All Cont. is the mean itemized charitable contributions in the zip code, covering the years 1997, 2002, 2004–2008. Catholic Cont. is the total charitable contributions to Catholic charities that provide social services in the zip code, covering the period 1989–2009. Social Services is the number of employees working in establishments that provide social services in the zip code, covering the period 1998–2010. Retail Employees is the number of employees working in supermarket and car dealerships in the zip code, covering the period 1998–2010. Income is the mean gross income in the zip code, covering the years 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2004–2008. Other-Rel. Schools is the number of schools of Non-Catholic religious denominations in the zip code, covering the period 1990–2010 (bi-annually). Retail Employees is the number of employees working in supermarket and car dealerships in the zip code, covering the period 1998–2010. Income is the mean gross income in the zip code, covering the years 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002, 2004–2008. Other-Rel. Cont. (Non-Rel. Cont.) is the charitable contributions to non-Catholic religious (non-religious) charities that provide social services in the zip code, covering the period 1989–2009. See Table G.1 for descriptive statistics, and its note for data definitions and data sources. Heteroskedasticity-Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the zip code level. Stars indicate significance level: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

13 This calculation assumes that Catholics affected by the scandals do not join other religious congregations in the long term. We explore this assumption below.

14 In columns (2) through (5) we cannot reject the hypothesis that the pre-scandal effects are the same across the two types of scandals. In column (1), however, the difference between pre-scandal effects across scandal types is statistically significant at the 10% level.
Effects of scandals on main outcomes, by type of scandal.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects on same zip code:</th>
<th>Catholic Schools</th>
<th>Log(Rel. Employees)</th>
<th>Log(All Cont.)</th>
<th>Log(Catholic Cont.)</th>
<th>Log(Social Services)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short-term effect</td>
<td>−0.022*</td>
<td>−0.010</td>
<td>−0.003</td>
<td>−0.083</td>
<td>−0.031**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0-3 years)</td>
<td>(0.012)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term effect</td>
<td>−0.059***</td>
<td>−0.026***</td>
<td>−0.012***</td>
<td>−0.115</td>
<td>−0.036***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4+ years)</td>
<td>(0.016)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
<td>(0.018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-scareld effect</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011)</td>
<td>(0.005)</td>
<td>(0.004)</td>
<td>(0.043)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects on adjacent zip code:

| Short-term effect        | −0.005           | −0.005*             | 0.001          | 0.020              | −0.009              |
| (0-3 years)              | (0.006)          | (0.003)             | (0.001)        | (0.027)            | (0.007)             |
| Long-term effect         | −0.024***        | −0.012***           | −0.002         | −0.008             | −0.012              |
| (4+ years)               | (0.007)          | (0.004)             | (0.002)        | (0.044)            | (0.008)             |
| Pre-scareld effect       | −0.001           | 0.000               | −0.001         | 0.012              | −0.003              |
|                          | (0.005)          | (0.002)             | (0.002)        | (0.028)            | (0.006)             |

Effects on adjacent-to-adjacent zip code:

| Short-term effect        | −0.001           | 0.002               | 0.001          | 0.034              | 0.003               |
| (0-3 years)              | (0.003)          | (0.001)             | (0.001)        | (0.026)            | (0.004)             |
| Long-term effect         | −0.008**         | 0.001               | −0.000         | 0.010              | 0.007               |
| (4+ years)               | (0.003)          | (0.002)             | (0.001)        | (0.044)            | (0.004)             |
| Pre-scareld effect       | −0.000           | 0.000               | −0.0009        | 0.007              | 0.005               |
|                          | (0.003)          | (0.001)             | (0.001)        | (0.026)            | (0.003)             |

Observations: 64,746, 247,676, 175,415, 4,067, 110,630

No. of zip codes: 5,886, 19,052, 25,668, 437, 8,510

Notes: Each column corresponds to a different OLS regression. Short-term (Long-term) is the coefficient for the variables that count the number of scandals in the corresponding zip code within the past 0 to 3 (4 or more) years. The variable Pre-scandal is included as a "placebo test" that equals the number of scandals occurring in the future 1–2 years. The regressions include zip code fixed effects and time effects—for more details and the full list of control variables see Appendix A. See Table G1 for descriptive statistics, and its note for data definitions and data sources. Heteroskedasticity-Robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the zip code level. Stars indicate significance level: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
find that most of decline in Catholic affiliation is offset by an increase in affiliation to other religious denominations during the year of the scandal and the following three years. However, this offsetting effect is temporary: after those three years, the majority of the Catholics affected by the scandals report no religious affiliation. Relative to the mean, a scandal causes a long-term decline in Catholic affiliation of 14%. The magnitude of this effect is consistent with the 9% drop in Catholic affiliation implied by the effect of the scandals on the number of religious employees (i.e., their difference is statistically insignificant).

In addition to religious affiliation, columns (3) and (4) explore the effect of the scandals on two measures of religious participation: Attends Church, which is a dummy variable indicating whether the individual attended religious services more than once a month, and Prays, which is a dummy variable indicating whether the individual prays once a day or more. The averages of these outcomes are 61% and 69%, respectively. The estimates suggest that, in the long term, the scandals had a significant negative effect on church attendance of 12.2 percentage points (p-value < 0.01). Indeed, the magnitude of the effects on church attendance and Catholic affiliation are very similar. This finding confirms that the scandals did not affect only “nominal” Catholics, but also Catholics who actively participated in the congregation. There is no decline in church attendance in the short term, which again indicates that the affected Catholics were trying to attend church in other religious denominations. There is also a negative long-term effect on the probability of praying, although it is not significant at the 10% level.

Columns (5) and (6) examine the effect of scandals on two measures of religious beliefs: Believes in God and Believes in Afterlife, which are dummy variables indicating whether the respondent believes in the existence of God and the afterlife. The averages of these outcomes are 84% and 71%, respectively. It is important to note that these are widely-studied measures of religious beliefs. For example, similar survey questions are used in the empirical studies of religion and economic outcomes (McCleary and Barro, 2006) and religion and pro-social behavior (Putnam and Campbell, 2010). Moreover, these types of religious beliefs are significantly correlated to giving. For example, the correlation between the number of times an individual declares to have donated to charity and the belief in afterlife is 0.10 (p-value < 0.01). This magnitude of this correlation is comparable to that of the correlations between the number of charitable donations and our measures of religious participation: 0.13 (p-value < 0.01) for Attends Church and 0.05 (p-value < 0.01) for Prays. The results indicate that, in the long term, a decline increases the probability of believing in God by 0.6 percentage points, and increases the probability of believing in the afterlife by 1.2 percentage points. These two coefficients are positive (rather than the expected negative), small in magnitude and statistically insignificant. We can reject the hypothesis that the effect on these religious beliefs is equal to the effect on religious attendance (−12.2 percentage points). Due to the precision of the estimates, however, we cannot reject smaller effects on these outcomes. This evidence suggests that a drop in religious participation during adulthood may have a small effect or no effect on religious beliefs.

4. Effect of the scandals on charitable giving and the provision of social services

4.1. Data sources

In the United States, approximately 90% of churches are actively engaged in the provision of social services (Cnaan et al., 2002) that benefit more than 70 million Americans each year (Johnson et al., 2002). These services are financed primarily through individual contributions. Indeed, more than one third of total donations of money and volunteer time in the United States go to religious organizations (Data Sources: Giving U.S.A. and Bureau of Labor Statistics for year 2010). The effect of the scandals, through a decline in religious participation, on charitable giving and the provision of social services could be ambiguous. On one hand, if religious participation is truly important for financing and providing social services, we would expect the decline in religious participation to cause a decline in charitable giving and in the provision of social services. On the other hand, former Catholics may continue to donate to Catholic charities, or they may instead substitute their donations to other non-Catholic charities. Indeed, some anecdotal accounts go as far as to claim increased support to Catholic charities as a result of the scandals.17

15 The results are similar under alternative definitions of these variables, such as the average number of times attending church per year rather than a dummy for attending more than once a month.

16 These results are based on GSS data for 2002 and 2004, for which a question about charitable giving was included.

Our main measure of charitable giving consists of zip code level data on individual itemized charitable contributions; that is, the amount that taxpayers reported as charitable contributions on Schedule A from the 1040 form. These data are prepared by the Statistics of Income Division of the IRS and are available for several years during 1997–2008.18 We define the outcome variable as the logarithm of mean itemized charitable contributions in the zip code. The mean charitable contribution is $9,400 (dollar amounts are always expressed in 2009 U.S. dollars), and the mean adjusted gross income is $48,900.

It is important to note that taxpayers file a Schedule A to report their total itemized deductions, which includes charitable contributions as well as medical expenses, state and local taxes, certain interest expenses, and other miscellaneous deductions. But taxpayers whose standard deduction exceeds the itemized amount generally do not file Schedule A. As a result, itemizers are different in many respects from non-itemizers (most notably, they have a higher income on average).

According to data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics for 2002, around 54% of the households that make charitable contributions are itemizers, and the total contributions by itemizers constitute over 75% of the total charitable contributions (i.e., combined contributions by itemizers and non-itemizers).

We would like to check that the scandals affected giving to organizations that provide social services, excluding donations to Catholic schools19 and donations directed towards the provision of religious services.20 The data on itemized contributions do not offer a breakdown by the organizations that the contributions were made to. To enable distinguishing between these types of donations, we exploit data from the Core Files of the National Center for Charitable Statistics from 1989 to 2009. These files are based on administrative data reported by the charities to the IRS. We construct a measure of contributions to three groups of charities: Catholic charities, non-Catholic religious charities, and non-religious charities. These contributions correspond to charities that provide social services, but they do not include contributions to churches and schools. For further details about these data, see Appendix C.

As an additional robustness check we find an outcome variable to be the logarithm of the number of employees in these social services establishments.22 During the sample period, the average number of social services establishments in a zip code is 6.5, and the mean number of employees is 128.

4.2 Results

Column (3) of Table 1 shows the effects of the scandals on the logarithm of itemized charitable contributions. The long-term effect of the scandals of about −1.3% is negative and highly statistically significant. That is, for each 1% drop in religious participation there was a 0.43% drop in religious giving (i.e., 1.3 divided by 3). The short-term effect is negative, but the magnitude of the coefficient is much smaller and the coefficient is statistically insignificant (moreover, we can reject the hypothesis that long-term and short-term effects are equal at the 1% level). One possible interpretation for the lack of short-term decline in giving is that, in the first few years after a scandal, Catholics who joined other denominations continued to contribute similar amounts to charity.

As expected, the pre-scarnd effect is statistically insignificant, very close to zero, and precisely estimated. As an additional falsification test, column (8) shows the effects of the scandals on gross income instead of charitable contributions and, as expected, there is no evidence of a causal effect on this outcome.23 The event-study graph reported in Fig. 2c shows that the effects of the scandals intensify over the first few years after the first public accusation and then stabilize. Column (3) from Table 1 shows that the effects on charitable giving are concentrated in the same zip code where the scandal occurs. And Column (3) from Table 3 shows that type-A and type-B scandals have similar effects on charitable giving.

Based on the coefficients obtained from the event-study graph, we estimate a long lasting effect of the scandals on itemized contributions of about $1.77 billion per year (equivalent to 1.2% of the total itemized contributions in the country as of 2009).24 According to data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, itemized charitable contributions comprise about 75% of the total charitable contributions. Assuming that the effect for non-itemizers is similar to the effect found for itemizers, the total cost in contributions would be $2.36 billion. To put these magnitudes in perspective, according to Bishop Accountability, the sum of all the lawsuits and other abuse-related costs over the last 40 years is estimated to be about $3 billion (not yearly, but cumulative). Therefore, the indirect cost of the scandals measured by the decline in charitable contributions seems to be an order of magnitude higher than the direct cost of the scandals to the Catholic churches.

Column (4) from Table 1 shows that there is significant long-term effect on contributions to Catholic-affiliated charities that provide social services, of about −12.9%. The magnitude of this effect is roughly consistent with the hypothesis that the effect on giving acted primarily through giving to Catholic-affiliated charities.25 The short-term effect

18 Data was collected for tax years 1997, 1998, 2001, 2002 and 2004–2008, but data on itemized charitable contributions was not collected for tax years 1999 and 2001. We focus on the subset of zip codes with positive amounts in itemized charitable contributions during the sample period, which includes nearly all itemized contributions in the country. The excluded zip codes are very small and were not affected by scandals.
19 If the effects on itemized giving were focused on school giving, we should find that the effects are much stronger in areas with children of school age. On the contrary, we find no such heterogeneity (results reported in Appendix F).
20 In any case, note that only part of the money given directly to a Catholic parish is used for the provision of religious services, and the rest is used for helping people in need such as through the provision of social services. This focus on delivering services to disadvantaged populations rather than facilitating worship and ritual practices is in line with the findings of comprehensive studies of the religious charitable sector (Czaja et al., 2002). Thus, even if we had the ability to exclude them from itemized giving, it would be incorrect to deem the checks made to the Catholic Church as purely-religious giving. Also consistent with this view, note that the correlation between religious participation and itemized giving is very similar to the correlation between religious participation and provision of social services (see Appendix E).
21 We do not use data prior to 1998 because the ZBP classified businesses according to the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) system, which does not have a one-to-one correspondence with the NAICS system for this type of organizations.
22 We use the sample of zip codes that always have a positive number of social services employees over the sample period. These zip codes cover over 95% of all social services employees in the country. The results are robust if we estimate a Poisson model with fixed effects that includes the remaining 5% of the zip codes.
23 More precisely, the short-term and long-term effects are statistically significant at the 10% level, but they are very small (0.4%) and equal to the pre-scarnd effect — meaning that these small differences in outcomes after the scandals occurred are most likely the product of small differences in trends from even before the scandals occurred.
24 This long lasting effect is defined as the sum of the effects of the scandals in same and adjacent zip codes after 9 + years. Note that the effect of a scandal after 9 + years reported in Fig. 2c is about twice the coefficient on the long-term effect reported in Table 1.
25 According to PSID data for 2002, giving by Catholic households accounted for 23% of total itemized charitable contributions in zip codes with scandals. If we assume the scandals only affected Catholic households, the implied long-term effect of a scandal on charitable contributions by Catholic households would be about −5.65% (i.e., 1.3% divided by 0.23). PSID data for 2002 suggests that half of contributions by Catholics may go to Catholic-affiliated charities. If we assume that the entire effect of the scandals focused on Catholic-affiliated charities, then the implied effect on this type of contributions would be 11.3% (i.e., 5.65% divided by 0.5). This estimate is close to the estimated effect of −12.9% reported in this section, suggesting that the scandals may have affected primarily giving to Catholic-affiliated charities.
is also negative and large, although statistically insignificant. Nevertheless, this short-term effect is statistically significant in many other specifications, as shown in the robustness checks reported in Section F.

Column (9) reports the effects on contributions to charities that provide similar social services but are affiliated to other religious denominations, while column (10) reproduces the analysis for charities with no religious affiliation. The long-term effects on these outcomes are positive, and smaller (in absolute value) than the effect for Catholic charities. This evidence could indicate that a partial crowding-in effect of contributions to non-Catholic charities may have occurred, and is consistent with the evidence in Hungerman (2013) that the Catholic scandals increased contributions to the Baptist Church. However, these effects are imprecisely estimated: we cannot reject the hypothesis that both effects are zero, but at the same time we cannot reject the hypothesis that the effects are (in absolute value) equal to the effects on Catholic charities. In any case, the fact that itemized contributions do not revert to pre-scandal levels (even more than ten years after the occurrence of the scandal) indicates that, if any, the crowding in was not nearly enough to offset the decline in Catholic giving.

This last source of data allows us to separate the effects on charitable contributions by the religious affiliation of the charity, but it does not allow us to distinguish the effects by the religious affiliation of the contributor. As a robustness check, Appendix D measures the effect of the scandals on charitable giving using individual level data from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, which contains information about the religious affiliation of the household. As expected, we find that the scandals only affected charitable contributions by Catholic households.

Last, we examine whether the drop in charitable giving translates into a drop in the provision of social services. Column (5) of Table 1 shows the effect of the scandals on the logarithm of the number of employees in social services establishments. There is a statistically significant long-term effect of about −3.6%. This finding is consistent with the prevalent view that these social services are funded at the local level (Cnaan et al., 2002), thus making the provision of these services vulnerable to shocks to local giving.

5. Effect of the scandals on pro-social beliefs and other forms of pro-social behavior besides charitable giving

5.1. Data sources

To measure the effect of the scandals on pro-social beliefs, we use the same General Social Survey dataset described in Section 3. The first measure of pro-social beliefs, Trust, is based on the question about whether “most people can be trusted.” This survey question is the most widely used in the social capital literature (Glaeser et al., 2000), and it also plays an important role in the literature about religion and pro-social beliefs (Putnam and Campbell, 2010). The second measure, Others Are Fair, is a variable based on the question “Do you think most people would try to take advantage of you if they got a chance, or would they try to be fair?” Finally, Help Others is based on a question about whether it is important to help others on a scale from most important to least important.

A second approach is to measure the effects of the scandals on other forms of pro-social behavior using zip code level or county level aggregates, which can be estimated with more precision. The first of these measures is individual political campaign contributions. Even though some individuals may contribute to political campaigns because they expect something in return (e.g., influencing the election outcome, a favor from the candidate), a substantial portion of campaign contributions seem to be motivated by a pro-social component (Perez-Truglia and Crucés, 2013). Unlike charitable contributions, political contributions do not count for itemized charitable contributions (because they are not tax deductible), and religious congregations do not solicit political contributions (Putnam and Campbell, 2010). The data was obtained from the public records of the Federal Election Commission from 1997 to 2012. The relevant outcome variable is the logarithm of total campaign contributions to presidential candidates in the zip code. We restrict our attention to presidential elections because the set of presidential candidates is the same for the entire country and thus contributions to those candidates are more directly comparable across geographic areas.

The second measure of pro-social behavior is the Census mall response rate. As explained in Vigdor (2004), this measure captures pro-social attitudes because responding to the U.S. Census mail forms entails private costs, no private benefits, but significant social benefits. Essentially, failing to return the Census form increases household enumeration costs and reduces the funding assigned to the individual’s community, a fact that is heavily advertised to U.S. households near the time of the Census (for more details, see Vigdor, 2004). This outcome has been used as a proxy for pro-social behavior in other studies and is positively correlated with other measures of pro-social behavior (Knack, 2002; Vigdor, 2004; Rupasingha et al., 2006). We define the outcome variable as the logarithm of the Census mail response rate at the zip code level, based on data provided by the U.S. Census Bureau for 2000 and 2010.

The third measure of pro-social behavior is the rate of voting turnout. There is evidence suggesting that individuals not only vote because they want to affect the election outcome, but also because of its pro-social nature (e.g., Gerber et al., 2014). We define the outcome variable as the logarithm of the rate of turnout at the county level for presidential elections between 1992 and 2008.

5.2. Results

Columns (7) through (9) of Table 4 show the impact of scandals on pro-social beliefs. The three outcomes are constructed such that higher values indicate more pro-social beliefs, and they are standardized to have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. The responses to each of these three questions were coded using the Probit-Adapted OLS transformation (Van Praag et al., 2008), but the results are robust if we instead use an arbitrary scale for coding the responses (e.g., integers from 1 to 4). The estimated long-term effects on pro-social beliefs are positive (suggesting an increase rather than the expected decline), but statistically insignificant: 0.070 for trust in others, 0.011 for the belief that others are fair, and 0.079 for the perceived importance of helping others. As a benchmark, the results from columns (1) and (3) suggest that a scandal has an effect on Catholic affiliation of −0.23 standard deviations (i.e., −0.104 divided by 0.45) and an

---

26 Some factors may augment or mitigate the reaction of social services to the drop in charitable giving. On the one hand, Catholic parishes and charities may mitigate the decline in social services by cutting other expenditures, by seeking the help of a third party (e.g., the government), or by smoothing local shocks through a central agency (e.g., the Diocese). On the other hand, Catholic parishes and charities may have to cut back social services by more than the drop in charitable contributions, because they prefer to give priority to other types of expenditures, such as wages of religious employees and even abuse-related costs.

27 Dills and Hernández-Julían (2014) find suggestive evidence for scandals increasing government spending on welfare. However, this increase is small compared to the decline in charitable giving.

28 We focus on the subset of zip codes that have a positive number of contributors per election cycle. These zip codes comprise over 95% of campaign contributions in the data. The results are identical if instead we use the number of distinct contributors as dependent variable.

29 This rate is the ratio of the number of mail returns of occupied units and the number of occupied units in the mail back universe. Results are robust if instead we use the ratio of questionnaires returned to total number of households enumerated.

30 We aggregated census tract level data to zip code level data using population weights provided by the Census Bureau. Results are very similar if the analysis is conducted at the census tract level instead of the zip code level.

31 As discussed in Section 3, when using county level data, we divide the scandal variables by 25,000 county-inhabitants as of 1990 in order to account for the localized effects of the scandals.
effect on church attendance of −0.25 standard deviations (i.e., −0.122 divided by 0.49). These effect sizes (i.e., −0.23 and −0.25 standard deviations) are outside the 95% confidence intervals for the belief that others are fair and the perceived importance of helping others. That is, we can reject the hypothesis that these pro-social beliefs declined to the same extent as religious participation. Due to the precision of the estimates, however, we cannot rule out the possibility of smaller effects on these beliefs.

Table 5 shows the effects of the scandals on other forms of pro-social behavior. As a benchmark, column (1) shows the effect of scandals on itemized charitable contributions. Columns (2), (3) and (4) show the effects of scandals on political contributions, the Census mail response rate, and voting turnout, respectively. The estimated long-term effects are close to zero and statistically insignificant: −0.03% for political contributions, 0.2% for census response rate, and −0.1% for voting turnout. These effects are substantially lower (in absolute value) than the effect of −1.3% on charitable giving. The effects on political contributions are so imprecisely estimated that we cannot reject the hypothesis that it was equal to the effect on charitable giving. In the case of the census response rate, the effects are estimated with a lot of precision. We can reject the null hypothesis that the effects on census response rate and charitable giving are the same. Furthermore, we can also rule out the possibility of even very small effects: i.e., the 95% confidence interval excludes the possibility of a long-term effect below −0.2%, which would imply an elasticity with respect to religious participation below 0.01.

Last, we can reject the hypothesis that the effect on voting turnout was equal to the effect on charitable giving. We can also reject the hypothesis of effects on voting turnout in the neighborhood reported in other observational studies, and even half that magnitude.33 However, due to the precision of the estimates, we cannot rule out the possibility of smaller effects.33

Even though each individual coefficient does not constitute conclusive evidence, as a group they provide a clearer pattern: the decrease in religious participation due to the scandals may have translated into small or no effects on more general pro-social attitudes.

6. Discussion

One interesting finding is that the drop in religious participation caused by the scandals is not accompanied by a significant drop in pro-social beliefs and attitudes. This evidence suggests that the correlation between religious participation and pro-social attitudes reported in some studies may be spurious. Indeed, some studies do not even find a significant correlation between religious participation and some forms of pro-social beliefs and behavior (Alesina and La Ferrara, 2002; Anderson et al., 2010). Using our own data on these forms of pro-social behavior (political contributions, census response rate, and voting turnout), we find small cross-sectional correlations with religious participation (see Appendix E). Nevertheless, there are three important caveats. First, the effects on some of these outcomes are not estimated with a lot of precision. Second, Catholicism differs in key aspects from other religious denominations, so we should be careful in extrapolating these findings to other religious denominations. Third, we are studying changes in religious participation during adulthood, but deep beliefs may be more susceptible to changes in religious participation during childhood.

33 For example, Gerber et al. (2015) estimate that the repeal of Blue laws reduced religious attendance by 5% of the mean and voting turnout by 3% of the mean, implying an elasticity between religious attendance and voting turnout of about 0.6 (i.e., 0.05/0.03). Given that a scandal decreases religious participation by about 3%, this 0.6 elasticity suggests that we should expect a corresponding long-term decline of 1.8% in voting turnout. But we can reject the null hypothesis of a 1.8% decline in turnout.

34 For example, the 90% confidence interval on the effect of a scandal on turnout has a lower bound of −0.75%, which would imply an elasticity between religious participation and turnout of about 0.25 (i.e., 0.75 divided by 3).

| Table 5 Effects of scandals on charitable giving and other forms of pro-social behavior. |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                  | (1)             | (2)             | (3)             | (4)             |
|                                  | Log(char. contribution) | Log(political contribution) | Log(census resp. rate) | Log(voting turnout) |
| Short-term effect                | −0.003          | 0.042*          | −0.002          | 0.003           |
| (0–3 years)                      | (0.003)         | (0.021)         | (0.003)         | (0.004)         |
| Long-term effect                 | −0.013***       | −0.003          | 0.002           | −0.001          |
| (4 + years)                      | (0.004)         | (0.019)         | (0.002)         | (0.004)         |
| Pre-scandal effect               | 0.004           | −0.018          | 0.003           | −0.002          |
| Zip/county level data            | Zip             | Zip             | Zip             | County          |
| Observations                     | 175,415         | 43,748          | 45,619          | 15,213          |
| No. of zip codes/counts          | 25,668          | 10,937          | 27,032          | 3,090           |

Notes: Each column corresponds to a different OLS regression. Columns (1)–(3) use zip code level data, while column (4) uses county level data. Short-term (Long-term) is the coefficient for the variables that count the number of scandals in the corresponding zip code or county within the past 0 to 3 (4 or more) years. The variable Pre-scandal is included as a “placebo test” that equals the number of scandals occurring in the future 1–2 years. The regressions include zip code (or county) fixed effects and time effects—for more details and the full list of control variables see Appendix A. See Table G1 for descriptive statistics, and its note for data definitions and data sources. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses, clustered at the zip code level. Stars indicate significance level: * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

The evidence also suggests that the decline in religious participation coincides with a significant decline in charitable giving. The decline in giving somewhat follows the decline in religious participation in many respects, such as the overall evolution of the effects over time, the geographic concentration in the same zip code of the scandal, and the similar effects across the two types of scandals. According to our estimates, for each 1% decrease in the number of religious employees because of the scandals, charitable giving declines by 0.43%. These estimates imply an elasticity between religious participation and charitable giving of about 0.43. In comparison, the raw cross-sectional correlation between these two outcomes suggests an elasticity of 0.38 (for details, see Appendix E). If we assume that the effects of the scandals on charitable giving are entirely driven by the decline in religious participation, then our estimates would suggest that most of the cross-sectional association between religious participation and charitable giving may have the presumed direction of causality (i.e., from religious participation to charitable giving).

The effects of the scandals on the provision of social services, however, cannot be entirely attributed to the decrease in religious participation. Among other factors, the abuse-related costs may force the charities or parishes to cut back social expenditures even further. Consistent with this augmenting mechanism, the event-study findings imply an elasticity between religious employees and social services of about 1, which is substantially above the range 0.55 given by the cross-sectional estimates reported in Appendix E.

Our evidence also provides some insights regarding the causal mechanisms that may mediate the relationship between religious participation and charitable giving. Due to the apparent lack of effects on religious beliefs and more general pro-social attitudes, it is unlikely that the decline in charitable giving was due to changes in these beliefs and attitudes. Instead, our preferred explanation relies on the advantageous conditions for eliciting contributions from members, facilitated by the social interactions that take place naturally within religious congregations. Indeed, these same social mechanisms are believed to be important determinants of charitable giving outside the context of religious congregations.

Religious congregations may be successful in eliciting contributions thanks to the use of direct solicitation and social pressure (Soetevent, 2005) and even in influencing social norms about giving (Frey and Meier, 2004). For instance, Lazear et al. (2012) provide evidence from laboratory experiments suggesting that the same individuals who...
choose to share income with others when that is an option, actively avoid having that option if such a thing is possible. This same phenomenon can arise as a result of social pressure. DellaVigna et al. (2012) conducted a field experiment consisting of hanging fliers on the doorknobs of houses that were going to be visited by a charity fundraiser. Consistent with the power of direct solicitation, they show that randomly adding a “Do Not Disturb” box in the flyer reduced giving by 30%. Andreoni et al. (2011) present related evidence from a field experiment during the Salvation Army’s annual campaign: randomly assigning subjects to be approached by solicitors increased donations by 75%. These mechanisms predict that the individuals who were being actively asked for donations in the congregation may not give nearly as much once they leave the congregation.

Another important advantage of religious networks lies in access to better information about charitable causes. For example, religious networks may be better at screening the beneficiaries (Dehejia et al., 2007), disseminating information about volunteer opportunities and charitable endeavors, and, more broadly, at creating links between individuals and charities. Unless they join another religious organization, individuals leaving the Catholic congregation lose access to this information network and thus giving becomes less attractive.

In any case, our interpretation of the results does not imply that religious participation cannot cause higher charitable giving through other mechanisms in different circumstances. For instance, it is possible that growing up Catholic increases pro-social behavior through higher religious beliefs. Nevertheless, we believe that the evidence is at least suggestive that social mechanisms may go a long way in explaining the cross-sectional correlation between religious participation and charitable giving.

The preceding analysis makes a critical assumption: that the effects of the scandals on charitable giving and other outcomes are entirely caused by the decline in religious participation. One possible violation of this assumption would occur if Catholics become less pro-social because of a generalized outrage effect when learning about sexual abuses. This confounding factor, however, would be at odds with the fact that the scandals did not affect pro-social beliefs and other forms of pro-social behavior. If anything, the scandals failed to have a significant effect on these outcomes in spite of any general outrage effect.

A potential confounding factor that could upwardly bias the estimates of the true causal effect of religious participation on charitable giving is that scandals could have generated a negative attitude towards everything carrying the “Catholic” brand. According to this mechanism, an individual leaving the church due to a scandal would like to contribute exactly as much as she wanted to contribute while she was an active member of the church. But since she becomes averse to the Catholic brand, her charitable giving may decline if she is unable to find other non-Catholic charities (either religious or lay) to act as substitutes for the Catholic charities. However, this outrage mechanism seems inconsistent with the fact that, during the first three years after a scandal (a period during which a majority of Catholics tried joining other religious denominations), Catholic giving declined but total giving did not decline.

A final caveat for our interpretation of the results is that those individuals leaving the congregation as a result of the scandals are probably not representative of the universe of churchgoers. Consequently, our estimates of the effect of religious participation on giving are not necessarily representative of the average effect among all churchgoers. Instead, they represent the average effect for the marginal individuals whose religious participation was affected by the scandals (Imbens and Angrist, 1994). This could lead to an over- or under-estimation of the average effect of religious participation. For instance, if the marginal churchgoers affected by the scandals are less (or more) sensitive to social pressure, that would lead to an over- (or under-) estimation of the effect of religious participation on giving.

7. Conclusions

We showed evidence on the effects of the U.S. Catholic abuse scandals on religious participation, religious beliefs, and pro-social behavior. We found a significant decline in religious participation as a result of the scandals. Despite this decline, the scandals did not have a significant effect on religious beliefs or pro-social beliefs. This evidence suggests that changes in religious participation during adulthood may have a small or no effect on deep beliefs and attitudes. However, this evidence is subject to some caveats, such as the lack of sufficient statistical power to reject small effects in some cases and the possibility that the results cannot be generalized to other religious denominations. The decline in religious participation did coincide with a significant decline in charitable giving and the provision of social services. Assuming that the drop in charitable giving was entirely due to the corresponding drop in religious participation, our estimates would imply that most of the observed correlation between religious participation and charitable giving has the presumed direction of causality.

Notably, the indirect cost of the scandals through the decline in giving is an order of magnitude higher than the direct costs of the scandals to the Catholic churches, such as the cost of lawsuit settlements. Similar social costs could be equally significant in a variety of related contexts, such as charities, universities, and political organizations and for politicians in office. An avenue for future research could be to quantify these costs and to study which crisis-management methods may help minimize these costs. For example, in 1992 the CEO of United Way retired after allegations of fraud and financial mismanagement, an event that was believed to have resulted in a drop in donations to affiliates of the organization.34 Additionally, a scandal in one charity could potentially spill over to other charities if the public becomes suspicious that those are corrupt as well. Wrong-doing by politicians may also be detrimental to political participation and involvement in civic duties more broadly. For example, after the scandal involving former Representative Mark Foley from Florida, the Republican Party was concerned the scandal would affect partisan engagement.35 Given that the indirect costs could potentially impact a significant portion of the population, it would be valuable to identify strategies that minimize these social costs. For instance, in the case of the Catholic abuse scandals, there was variation in how each church and diocese dealt with the news of the scandals. Measuring the effects of those crisis-management strategies on charitable giving could be useful for the church and other charitable and political organizations.

Online Appendix. Further Results

The Appendix with further results for this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpubeco.2015.07.008.
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